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The Wisdom of Experience
Should Be Shared with Children

open with each other on all v
those levels.
%
Let them know the im- =
portance of "little things" in a;
marriage. That it's the little
things that can hurt them.
Because hurts and problems
seem small, we often think
they do not matter; but as
they build through the years,
we often find that they matter
quite a bit.
Tell them that love, true love,
is so very important.
"Love is only love when it is
given away." The "love high"
is so exciting that sometimes
our young people get carried
away
with
wedding
preparations and forget to talk
to and listen to each other.
Their communication is
necessary to give them a
better perspective of this lifelong mate. It is up to us as
parents to guide them to take
this time to give the "love
high" a chance to level off and
see things as they are and the
realities of life.

up their time to experience
marriage preparation or
Engaged Encounter also in
the same time frame. They
In the past year, while might discover that they really
speaking to various groups in haven't known what the other
the parishes of our diocese, was thinking all this time.
this is the question most asked Questions to be addressed
of me-as a single parent of might include: Will God.be
seven and as the Director of the center of our marriage?
Ministry for the Separated' How much do children mean
and Divorced Catholics of the to me? How important is a
Rochester diocese. My answer new car to me? What are my
is simple — "Tell them what thoughts about a night(s) out
you wish you had been told with the boys/girls? How will
before you were married"," and we handle our money? — and
be honest and loving^ in your many, many other topics that
cause friction in a home.
telling.
What shall we tell our
children as they are to be
married?

Jell them to-set priorities in
preparing for marriage.

In my work with the
separated and divorced,
statements like, "I never knew
it botheredv him/her when
.. .,n and "He/she expected
me to . . . just like his/her
mom or dad does," are heard
over and over again.

Suggest that they see a
priest as soon as .they become
engaged. At their first meeting
he will, hopefully, facilitate a
discussion relative to their
faith and the direction of their
married life. He will also tell Tell them it is a hard task and
them about the various you must work at a marriage
marriage preparation options every day.
offered jin- our diocese and
urge them to attend one soon.
Just as they have had. to
The time the couple spends work hard at school to do
with the priest can be very well, just as we work hard to
valuable. His questions and succeed at our jobs, so, too,
their answers as to their ,we must work daily on a
motives for marriage and their marriage for it to grow and
reasons for picking this time in prosper. Say0 "I love you"
their.lives to be married just frequently — it works great in
might surprise them.
the middle of a disagreement.
Do things that say "I care
This really is a number one about you as a person'and I
priority and should be done at care what you think and feel
least six months, if not more, — I might not agree, but I do
before
their
hoped-for care."
wedding date. It should
definitely be done before
Remind them that the
renting the hall, getting the intimacy of marriage is not
band, and printing the in- just physical, but is also
vitations.
mental, emotional, and
spiritual. Tell tbem of the
Secondly, suggest they set importance of their being

Lastly, tell them that you,
their parents, love them and
pray for them to have happiness in their life together.
Tell them that you and God
are their trusted friends.
Encourage them in the importance of their being well
prepared for the Sacrament of
Marriage. I've gone through
the pain of divorce . . . it's
better to be well prepared for
marriage. Take the time. It
will be well worth it in the
end.
Love and-peace to you —
parents who care,
Angela Gallo
Director of Ministry
Separate, Divorced, and
Widowed Catholics
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Your wedding is the beginning
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of a fresh, new season...
. At the East Avenue Gift Shop, your Bridal T)1°
Registry receives special attention.
e

We n a v e C r a n e w e d d i n g invitations,

announcements and notes.

.

China — such as Dansk, Arabia, Spode,
Thistle, Herend, Fitz and Floyd, Havilland
Limoge, Kosta Boda, Royal Copenhagen,
Villeroy and Boch, Cerelene Limoge,
Longchamp, Royal Worester, Royal Doulton,
Lauffer, and Quimper — are yours to choose
and cherish always!
Our crystal, flatware, brass, pewter, lamps,
mirrors, ice buckets, occasional tables,
placemats, and more are personally selected for
you and your new life.
May we welcome you to our elegant shop!
Monday through Saturday, 10:00 to 5:00
Personal Shopping by Phone
Parking in Rear
All Wedding Gifts Delivered

• Party Tents • Portable Bars • Portable
Dance Floors • Lights • Champagne Fountains • Dishes • Glassware • Tables and
Chairs • Wide selection of disposable
tableware and much more.

TAYLOR RENTAL
For Choice Selection
Call Immediately — to
Reserve Summer Dates
150 Orchard St.
Webster

872-2770
1794 East Avenue, Rochester

473-6593
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